
What you need~
(2) 10" squares of fabric.

(2) 10" squares of heavy interfacing.
(2) small grommets.

Crop-O-Dile to do grommets (Big bite hole punch)
(2) 12" pieces of ribbon.

6" square of fabric for letter.
6" square of fusible web for letter. 
7" square of fabric for heart yo-yo.

Large Heart Yo-Yo maker from Clover ©.
7" of medium rick-rack.

Button for center of Yo-Yo heart.

What to do~
*Trace a triangle on wrong side of one piece of interfacing. 
*Iron a piece of interfacing to wrong side of both fabric squares. (Triangle will be only on one.)
*With right sides together, layer fabric/interfacing squares.
*Trim off excess fabric around triangle, leaving a 1/4" seam allowance around the outside of the

drawn triangle. 
*Place rick-rack along drawn line of the top edge of the triangle. 
*Stitch on the drawn line around the triangle, leaving a 2 ½" opening along one side of the triangle.
*Trim excess fabric from the corners and turn triangle right side out. Press.
*Using a 1/8th seam, top stitch around triangle. (This will close the turning hole.) 
*Trace the “B” onto the fusible web. (Be sure it’s backwards!)
*Iron fusible web to the wrong side of fabric and cut out the letter.
*Using the picture for placement , iron the “B” to the front of the triangle.
*Using a blanket stitch (I did mine by machine) stitch around the “B”.
*Follow the instructions on the Clover © Yo-Yo package and make a heart Yo-Yo.
*Stitch Yo-Yo to front of triangle with a button of your choice. 
*Using the Crop-O-Dile, attach grommets to each top corner of the triangle. 
*Knot end of ribbon and pull through grommet. (Repeat with other corner.)
*Now head to the other blogs to pick up the patterns for the other letters.

Happy Valentines Day!
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